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ABSTRACT
The 9/11 attacks had catastrophic impact on the United States. In response to 9/11 attacks
America started war against terrorism. These attacks got immense coverage from all over the
world media. However, the present study probes how 9/11 attacks on the twin towers were
framed by the Pakistani and the British press. Although there is enough literature found
relating to war on terror but there is lack of studies which adopted qualitative approach.
Moreover, there is very limited studies found which explored Pakistani media perspective
regarding 9/11 attacks. The present study explored the editorials from the British newspapers
(The Guardian and The Independent) and the Pakistani newspapers (The Dawn, The Nation)
from September 12, 2001 to November 12, 2001. The comparative analysis of Pakistani and
British press coverage revealed that Pakistani press was dominated by critical themes against
America whereas British press stressed on responsible approach by the British government to
deal with the crisis.
Keywords: Framing, 9/11 attacks, British press, Pakistani press, thematic analysis
INTRODUCTION
The September 11

attacks have had a

spectacular images, prominent personalities

substantial impact on the history of United

and human tragedy [2]. Within, a limited

States since the war of 1812 or Japanese

time span the news channels were loaded

strike on Pearl Harbour in 1941 [1] which

with the stories of terrorist attacks. During

consequently, led the ‘war on terror’ later

the initial phase the audience was more

on. The media provided unprecedented

focused on television screens for getting

coverage to the incident by reporting

breaking news coverage but later on,
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wanted

to

know

detailed

York Post and The Daily News carried the

information .So newspapers became the

following headlines; “Act of War” and “It’s

essential source of reporting on the 9/11

War” [7]. Under these circumstances, the

attacks and the war on terror [3, 4].

Bush administration immediately framed

However, this study aimed to explore the

these attacks as ‘act of war’ but within few

coverage on ‘9/11 attacks’ in the context of

hours this framing was replaced by “war on

Pakistani and British press. It sought to

terror” [8]. Consequently, this redefined

investigate how Pakistani and British press

“American foreign policy and its national

framed the coverage of the attacks and

security strategy” [9]. As President Bush,

what themes were presented by the press.

he by himself declared that the attacks were

For this reason, the study conducted the

“more than acts of terror, they were acts of

comparative analysis of Pakistani and

war” [10]. There were many studies have

British newspapers editorials regarding the

been conducted regarding the framing of

coverage of 9/11 attacks.

9/11 attacks. The researcher worked on

The tragedy took place in US when the

framing of editorials cartoons, news stories,

terrorists on September 11, 2001 crashed

articles, stories of electronic media from

four hijacked planes. Two planes smashed

the media of different countries. However,

into World Trade Centre in New York City,

the present study would focus on the

the third plane into Pentagon and the fourth

editorials of Pakistani and British press

plane into the ground in Pennsylvania. It

regarding 9/11 attacks. Because of the

killed nearly 3000 passengers and damaged

editorials had depicted the policy of the

more than 30 million square feet area in

news

Lower Manhattan [5] The attacks also

contribute what was the stand point of

impacted American economy by reducing

Pakistani and British press regarding 9/11

US real GDP growth rate to 0.5% and

attacks.

increasing unemployment rates to 0.11% in

Framing
The present study employed the framing

2001 [6]. September 11 attacks which
occurred in America had been covered by
the entire world media. However from its
beginning, the media narrowly focused on
high

profile

leader’s

statements

and

particularly portrayed President Bush as
“facing his greatest test” [7]. Hence, the
next morning, the newspapers like New

organization.

The

study would

theory as the theoretical framework of the
research. The study would explore in which
perspective 9/11 attacks were framed by the
Pakistani and the British press. As the
media framing was the theory which
described how news content was presented
to the readers and how it affected them.
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Gamson and Modigliani argued that media

reality alternatively [18]. Kinder

framing was a process through which

Sanders have said that frames were often

readers understood the meaning and made

entrenched in political discussion, this was

their public opinion [11]. It was media that

quite identical to the idea of media frames

develop and crystallize the meaning for

and the individual frames that depicted the

public

Cissel

“internal structures of the mind” [19].

commented that framing was a tool which

Entman mentioned the difference between

was used by the media and the politicians

individual and media frames, explaining the

to promote their desired agenda to the

individual

minds of the public [12]. Similarly,

processing schemata” of individuals and

Tuchman emphasised that mass media set

media frames as “attributes of the news

frame of reference accordingly the readers

itself” [20]. In fact, news frame ‘‘creates a

interpret and understood the public issues

structure on which other elements are

[13]. Otherwise, Iyengar made his claim

built’’ [21].

that

slight

Bateson stated that frames demarcated “a

modifications in the presentation of any

class or set of messages (or meaningful

issue or problem. Eventually, it enhanced

actions)”

the

would

understood and estimated the social reality

perceive the information in the perspective

in framed communication. As Reese put it:

of framed strategy [14]. The term frame

“frames are organizing principles that are

was mostly referred to as “topic” but Reese

socially shared and persistent over time,

regarded

and

that work symbolically to meaningfully

‘‘structuring’’ work [15]. In like manner,

structure the social world” [23]. The above

de Vreese concluded that frame underlined

discussion could be concluded as the media

the prominent aspects of the issue [16]. In

frames shaped the news story and provided

fact, frames categorized the world for the

direction to it. Accordingly, the reader or

journalists who reported them and the

viewer perceived the news story. Similarly,

audiences who trusted these reports [17].

the present study investigated in which

Nelson and Boynton argued that frames

manner, the newspapers of Pakistan and

affected public thought by emphasizing

Britain framed the incident of 9/11 attacks

particular principles and information, and

and what themes got prominence.

portrayed them as an issue of significant

Coverage of 9/11 attacks
The previous literature

discourse.

framing

theory

probability

it

Morover,

that

as

reflected

receivers

‘‘organizing’’

value whereas if they appeared in a
different frame, that frame might depict the

frame

[22],

as

and

“information-

accordingly,

people

explored

the

framing of 9/11 attacks. It was noted that
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during the initial hours of 9/11 attacks the

more inclined towards patriotic evaluation

American news channels (CNN, ABC,

of the incident. Conversely German media

NBC, CBS) gave extraordinary coverage.

underlined

Additionally, their reporters assumed the

collaboration for tackling the threats of

role of experts and social commentators

terrorism [30].

and used anonymous sources, reported

Another aspect the researchers had found

rumours

that in the coverage of international events,

references

and

even

[24].

included

After

personal

need

of

international

11

journalists tend to localize the event in the

attacks, the US media incorporated the

context of one’s country. For example,

themes of public mobilization through

Clausen studied the coverage of 9/11

patriotic and war expressions, the criticism

incident by various journalists around the

on offenders, extraordinary support to

globe. She found that the journalists in

President Bush, inclusion of contradictory

different countries played up different

arguments, uncritical approval of ‘official’

elements in their reporting mostly to

point of view and the adoption of

comply with their cultural frame work.

censorship

Correspondingly

policies

September

the

[25].

The

media

the

Western

media

facilitated the government projecting its

frequently under reported the antiwar

military intentions in Afghanistan and later

protests and civilian casualties in war on

in Iraq which successfully persuaded public

terror [31]. Gao and Liang noted that

opinion in favour of US government [26,

September 11 attacks received immense

27]. According to Schudson when the

coverage by the Chinese media. It reported

country was exposed to tragedy, public

about consequences of 9/11 on the US,

danger or security crisis, US journalists

world stock markets,

most often willingly avoided reporting

industries and American economy. While

from a neutral perspective [28]. As 9/11

the reporting about Afghanistan war 2001,

happened, it was difficult for the media to

Chinese newspapers did not support the

pursue an objective stand point. The role of

war rather it stressed upon International

US

the

organizations and international laws to

disseminators of news [29]. Similarly, Haes

draw a framework for tackling terrorism

conducted a comparative study about the

[32]. From British press it was noted that

coverage of September 11 attacks by US

the coverage of 9/11 attacks was the big

and German news media. He observed that

story in British media at that time but the

both countries equally gave huge coverage

stance of the coverage was not significantly

to the terrorist attacks but US media was

different from the coverage of US media.

journalists

was

as

just

as

airlines,

tourist
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justifications

borrowed

and in respect to the framing of war, the

American journalists. In Britain also, 9/11

Pakistani media did not show favourable

attacks were portrayed as an “act of war”

impressions

rather than just an act of terrorism. BBC

against

news adopted the frame of “Attack on

literature was explored on the coverage of

America” [33]. The day following the

9/11 attacks. It was noted that mostly the

September 11 attacks, nearly all British

studies were conducted on the Western

newspapers published news about the

media.

demolished towers with offending gesture.

conducted from Eastern perspective. To fill

Greensdale

most

this gap, the present study would analyse

distinguished feature of British news

the coverage of 9/11 attacks from Pakistani

coverage was the depiction of US ‘as one

perspective.

of us’ [34]. The Times immediately focused

importance in this perspective because it

on the images of crashed planes into World

facilitated war on terror and provided

Trade Centre, and many other horrific

support to the United States. Consequently,

sights.

published

it faced threats from Taliban for supporting

information regarding private life of Osama

the United States and tolerated terrorism in

Bin Laden showing his son’s wedding and

response to America actions. The present

Al-Qaeda training camps. Bin Laden was

study explored how Pakistani press looked

shown as a big threat for civilized world

at the incident and made its comparison

that required action against both him and

with the Britain that was US’s ally in the

his supporters [35].

war on terror. The following research

The September 11 attacks were a big event

questions were made:

for Pakistani media. Previously, the press

R Q:1 How 9/11 attacks were framed by

was more concerned about domestic,

the Pakistani and the British newspapers?

political and social issues but now it had to

R Q:2 What themes were used to portray

cover an international conflict at its

9/11 attacks by the Pakistani and British

doorstep. Pakistani news channels and

press?

newspapers gave extensive coverage to the

METHOD

incident

the

This study employed qualitative design

campaign against terrorism. The statements

because this design had holistic approach

of Pakistan’s government in the national

and descriptive in its nature. This provided

press got more credence than the coverage

an opportunity to the researcher to build a

of

notes

The

9/11

assumptions

of US, NATO, Taliban and Afghanistan;

from

Also,

and

numerous

that

the

Times

and

thereafter

towards

terrorism

There

the

[36].

were

Pakistan

US
The

limited

had

policies
previous

studies

immense
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complex and holistic picture, analyzes

Nexuses database and newspaper web sites.

words, reports, information and conducts

The population for this research study

research in a natural setting [37]. In this

included all editorials using the word “9/11

research, the qualitative approach analyzed

attacks”, or “Al Qaeda”, or or “Osama bin

the coverage of 9/11 attacks in British and

Laden” in the headline or leading paragraph

Pakistani newspaper editorials. It examined

in

the whole text and information in the

12September 2001 to 12November 2001.

editorials.For

of

This time period was chosen because it was

newpaper editorials, the study employed

close to 9/11 incident. And for two months

the

the newspapers particularly discussed 9/11

analysing

technique

Thematic

of

analysis

the

text

thematic

from

qualitative techniques that was mostly

war on terror. The entire editorial including

employed by the researchers. It identified

title, headline, body text and theme was

‘what’ and ‘how’ themes take place into

taken as unit of analysis. The editorial was

text [38] through “careful reading and re-

chosen for the study because editorials gave

reading of the data” [39]. Thematic analysis

impression

was utilized to analyze classifications and

affiliation of the newspaper and depicted

patterns within data. It described data with

the newspaper policy.

rich detail and interpretation [40]. Thematic

Data analysis technique

analysis was further assisted by computer-

By

assisted programs that facilitate the data

researcher investigated how Pakistani and

analysis process such as Atlas-ti, Nudist or

British press framed the 9/11 attacks. For

NVivo.

software

analyzing the content from newspapers, the

programmes facilitated the coding process

study employed Inductive and deductive

of thematic analysis but it was only the first

thematic

step. The next step was data interpretation

Pakistani British newspapers were chosen

that was quite essential that explained the

as the unit of analysisThe researcher started

coded data in the relevant context.

to analyze data based on the prior

Population for the Study

categories derived from previous literature

For this study two British newspapers

but during analysis new themes and

namely

categorizes emerged from data. In this

computer

Guardianand

of

newspapers

attacks. Later on they started discussion on

the

one

selected

the

Thus,

was

analysis.

the

the

regarding

applying

thematic

analysis.

grounded

The

theory

the

political

analysis

editorials

data

the

of

Independentand two Pakistani newspapers

study

analysis

the dawnand the nationwere selected.

technique was used. For this reason, three

Newspapers were retrieved from the Lexis

types of coding was utilized: open coding,
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axial coding and selective coding [41].

the data. These core categories depicted

Open

findings of the study.

coding

involved

labeling

and

classifying the phenomenon that was

Findings

pointed by the data. Coding did not bring

The findings of the research were discussed

descriptions of the different aspects of data

in two sections. First it discussed British

but it captured its meanings [42]. Axial

perspective, later on Pakistani perspective

coding: during this process the data was

on 9/11 attacks.

analyzed again by making associations

Framing of 9/11 by British press

between categories and its subcategories.

In this section, the editorial coverage of The

The analysis explained the phenomenon

Guardian

implanted in the data. Selective coding

analysed. After the September 11 attacks,

integrated the categories to a structure or

the British newspapers gave immense

theoretical

the

coverage to the issues related to terrorist

following method data from British and

attacks in the US, incidents of terrorism,

Pakistani editorials was analyzed. For this

US campaign against terrorism and the Al

purpose the researcher used NVIVO 10.

Qaeda. From September 12, 2001 to 11

The data indicated various categories which

November 2001, the editorials from the

were classified as positive, neutral or

Guardian

negative themes. At the last stage, the

analysed.

framework.

Based

on

and

and

the

the

Independent

Independent

were

were

researcher found out core categories from
Prominent themes of British press regarding 9/11 attacks
Negative themes
Neutral themes
Supportive themes
Pre September 11 warnings
Responsible approach required by
Sympathies with America on 9/11
British government
tragedy
Relating 9/11 incident to Iraq crisis
Criticism on Bush’s post 9/11 policies

By examining the editorials, it

was

neutral stance and 35% of the references

observed that after the attacks, the British

framed the attacks negatively. On the other

press mostly framed the tragedy in a neutral

hand, 42% references in the Independent

way. It sympathized with the Americans

commented on the issue in a neutral stance

but it expressed certain concerns over US

but 57% were framed negatively by

policies regarding combating terrorism.

criticizing the military options.

Particularly, The Guardian adopted a more

After September 11 attacks, The Guardian

neutral stance than The Independent on the

and The Independent sympathized with the

incident of 9/11. In The Guardian, 60%

United States government and supported

references of the editorials indicated a

the British government stance over the
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press

commented

that

attacks should be responsible; otherwise it

government should support America but

could

involve

the support should not be at the expense of

disputes.

British national interests. However, it

everyone.

supported the American right of vengeance

It was noted that The Independent adopted

against the perpetrators of the attacks but it

a critical stance against the US post 9/11

emphasized the need to take political

polices. The Independent commented that

measures to eradicate the roots of terrorism.

among the Americans there was a strong

The Guardian also advised Mr. Blair to

sentiment to hit back at the terrorists. But it

support America in the outrages of 9/11 but

would be a vengeful act. America should

it recommended the British government not

bring the terrorists to justice. The culprits

to adopt a "shoulder to shoulder" approach

of the attacks should be punished but

towards American policies. Likewise, The

pursuing the policies of war against other

Independent framed the 9/11 attacks as a

countries would not be productive. It would

horrendous act of terrorism that killed

not address the causes of terrorism yet it

hundreds of innocent people. It stated that:

would increase hatred among the Muslims

That

“Terrible acts of barbarism against

against the US:

America, but still the response must be

“Terror

civilized”

(The

Independent,

September 12, 2001, p. 3).

in

religious
was

and

cultural

devastating

America:

bring

for

the

murderers to justice, but tackle the
causes

of

these

outrages”

(The

However, in the upcoming days The

Independent, September 14, 2001,

Guardian

p.3).

suggested

government

to

many times

the

British
a

The Independent stressed that the British

responsible approach for dealing with

people were standing shoulder to shoulder

matters involving the September attacks. It

with the Americans after the tragedy and

cautioned the government not to follow

wanted to avert such incidents in future.

every policy devised by the US government

But President Bush’s approach to these

as it was contrary to British national

attacks was resentful and it could be

interest. The Guardian also stressed that the

counterproductive. It was commented that

9/11 attacks could not be justified. It was a

for combating terrorism America should

lethal act which killed many innocent

reconsider

people.

eliminating the causes of terrorism. The

Simultaneously,

to adopt

it

was

also

pertinent to respond appropriately.

its

policy

and

consider

It

British press deplored the 9/11 tragedy and

indicated that the response towards the

framed these attacks as an awful tragedy
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that had an extensive and destructive

Later on, President Bush’s assertions to

impact but it was stressed to the British

link 9/11 with President Saddam were

Government that it should adopt

a

highly criticized by the Independent. In

balanced policy relating to the War on

July 2003, The Independent discussed a

Terror and should try to remove the causes

congressional report on September 11 and

of terrorism. From the negative perspective

argued that there was no solid link between

the British press commented on the failure

9/11

of US intelligence, pre-September 11

administration that used the incident for

warnings of terrorism, Bush’s post 9/11

pre-emptive war on Iraq. This report did

polices and conduct of War on Terror.

not support any argument on Iraq’s

Later on, in certain editorials, the Guardian

weapons of mass destructions (WMD).

criticized Bush’s post 9/11 strategies. It

It further argued that there were links

argued that the US was pursuing the

between

Republican domestic agenda after the 9/11

Afghanistan regime but these links were

attacks

also not very much clear. But the war in

and

lacked

international

and

Iraq.

the

It

9/11

had

was

the

attacks

Bush

and

brought

the

consensuses on certain issues. It further

Afghanistan

severe

indicated that America was using the 9/11

consequences such as causalities and

attacks for its political gains. All US

warlordism. Besides, Osama’s agenda of

policies were framed in the context of the

perversions of Islam got strengthened in the

September attacks. All measures were

minds of many fanatics in many other

justified in the name of patriotism and all

places. Overall, the stance of British press

opposition was suppressed for the sake of

was neutral towards 9/11 attacks. It

nationalism. It wrote that:

sympathised with America and condemned

“… Mr. Bush, self-styled universal

attacks. But it suggested its government not

soldier for truth, will have to stop

to provide shoulder to shoulder support to

pretending that tragedy gave him a

the US in its war on terror.

free hand to remake America and

Framing of 9/11 by Pakistani press

the world to fit his simplistic,

By investigating the editorial coverage of

narrow vision - or risk having voters

Pakistani newspapers, it could be stated

and US allies end the pretence for

that the coverage was dominated by a

him. For this is the delusion under

negative stance. From the 9/11 attacks in

which he labours. And a very

the

dangerous delusion it is too” (The

Afghanistan and Iraq, the newspapers were

Guardian, January 31, 2002, p. 19).

against

United
the

States
United

to

the
States’

wars

in

actions.
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However, after the 9/11 attacks, the

twin towers caused great loss to human life

Pakistani press commented that it was the

and property. The aggression against

heinous acts of terrorism that should be

humanity

could

not

be

justified.

condemned worldwide. The attacks on the
Neutral themes
World support to 9/11 attacks
9/11incident as heinous act of
terrorism

Prominent themes of Pakistani press regarding 9/11 attacks
Negative themes
Supportive themes
Negative public opinion in Pakistan
Need to determine the proper
identity of 9/11 perpetuators
Hate crimes against Muslims after
9/11
Criticism on post 9/11 policies of the
US

Initially, the Pakistan press discussed world

of 9/11 terrorists. The War on Terror

support for the United States after the 9/11

caused many casualities and destruction. It

attacks but later on Pakistani newspapers

was very important to establish the identity

criticized the post 9/11 policies of the US,

of the terrorists. America was a responsible

hate crimes in the US, evidence against

country; it should not blindly pursue its war

Osama

In

objectives. It was not confirmed yet

November 2001, The Dawn stated that soon

whether Osama was responsible for the

after the 9/11 attacks the Muslim countries

9/11 but the way the American media and

gave warm support to War on Terror.

high officials had started campaigning

America was able to gather world coalition

against him had caused suspicion. The

against terrorism and Al Qaeda. The

United States must consider the reaction of

Muslim countries such as Saudi Arabia,

the

Turkey and Egypt had offered their

Afghanistan that would be different from

assistance to fight against Al Qaeda and

simple condemning of the 9/11 attacks. It

capture Osama Bin Laden who was

should be understood that the United

declared as the prime suspect for 9/11

States’ action could be misperceived by the

attacks by the United States. It was argued

Muslim world. Likewise public opinion in

if America extended the War on Terror to

Pakistan was not supportive of any action

other countries; it would be difficult for the

against the Muslim country.

Muslim states to support the War on Terror

Moreover, The Dawn reported on the

in the longer run. From the perspective of

indiscriminate behaviour and hate crimes

negative framing, The Nation argued that

against the Muslim population in the

the Bush administration had madly started

United States after 9/11 in some of its

its campaign against the culprits of 9/11

editorials during September 2001. On

without properly determining the identity

September 22, 2001, The Dawn reported

and effects

on economy.

Muslims

against

the

attacks

in
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that after the 9/11 attacks, there were 300

The Nation commented that the 9/11

incidents of hate crimes against Arabs,

attacks had changed the world. The United

Asian nationals and those who look like

States adopted the aggressive approach to

Muslims in the United States. It had

tackle the menace of terrorism and the

become difficult for Muslim females to

policies of reason and restraint were muted.

wear the hijab. Even children had stopped

The Bush administration did not address

going to school due to humiliation and fear.

the causes of terrorism but rather enhanced

Many young Muslim men were harassed by

them. It was suggested that there should be

the security agencies. In American society

mutual dialogues among different cultures

the Muslims had become the victims of

and communities and the United States

9/11. The Muslims were perceived as

should address the grievances of the

potential terrorists and were badly treated.

Muslims.

It was suggested that the United States

“There is a need to initiate a

Government should take actions against the

‘civilization’

discriminating attitude of the people; it

mutual tolerance and respect if the

would

against

planet is not to be ultimately blown to

terrorism. Many editorials noted from The

bits. The West must address the

Dawn and The Nation that criticized US

genuine grievances of the Muslims

post 9/11 polices. On December 31, 2002

especially, as well as of adherents of

the Dawn commented that American

other faiths, and also correct its

actions after 9/11 had affected the world in

rapacious economic policies which

two ways. First, it set a bad precedent for

have divided the world into ‘haves’

those states that used force by state-backed

and ‘have-nots’. The tragic 9/11

terrorists, for instance Hindutva in Indian

should also be seen as an ultimate act

Gujrat and Sharon in Palestine. They could

of desperation against accumulated

kill people without any moral pressures.

injustices. A policy of ‘live and let

Secondly, these policies were imperialistic

live’ needs to be adopted.” (The

in nature, causing alienation in the entire

Nation, September 11, 2002, p. 6)

affect

the

campaign

dialogue

based

on

world. Moreover, the Bush administration

Overall, it was noted that Pakistani

by using the doctrine of regime change

newspapers employed negative themes in

wanted

pro-American

the framing of 9/11 attacks. They criticised

Governments in those countries that were

US post 9/11 activities but theyalso

strategically important for it.

condemned the attacks.

to

install

DISCUSSION
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Pakistan and British newspapers gave

the British newspapers criticised US post

enough coverage to the September 11

9/11 polices, Bush’s resentful approach and

attacks. There were number of articles were

assertion of 9/11 attacks with Saddam

written on this incident. The present article

Husain. However, by looking at Pakistani

compared the coverage of Pakistan and

data, it was noted that negative themes

British press on these attacks. It was

dominated

observed that British press appeared to be

newspapers discussed the following themes

more neutral and positive towards these

criticism on US post 9/11 policies, hate

attacks as compare to Pakistani press. The

crime against the Muslim population in the

British press (The Guardian and The

US, evidence against Osama Bin Laden,

Independent) sympathised with America

negative

and

criticism on war on terror and negative

condemn

these

attacks

whereas

the

public

coverage.

opinion

Pakistani

in

Pakistan,

Pakistan press (The Dawn and The Nation)

impact on world economy.

also condemn the attacks but it was more

CONCLUSIONS

focused to criticise post 9/11 policies of the

By looking at the data, it could be

US. While discussing the 9/11 attacks,

concluded that

Pakistani newspapers used more hard

countries

language, tone and expression than Britain

condemn the atrocity. But the Press from

newspapers. The newspapers from the both

Pakistan and British depicted the incident

sides criticized America for its aggressive

with different perspectives. Pakistan press

polices regarding Muslim countries but

highlighted the impact of 9/11 attacks on

Pakistani newspapers expressed more anger

the Muslim countries and criticised war on

and annoyances against America. Pakistani

terror which caused many causalities

newspapers

the

whereas British press gave sympathetic

consequences of 9/11 attacks on the

impression but advised its country to take

Muslim

responsible actions in response to these

were

countries

focused
and

on

especially

for

the

criticised

press
9/11

from

both

attacks

and

Pakistan.

attacks.

In the perspective of neutral and positive
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